
 

 



 

For a limited time (July 10th 2018 thru January 10th 2019)  
Buy a new Apogee Ensemble or Element Series Thunderbolt audio interface from an 

authorized Apogee dealer and get a Discount Coupon good for a free six month subscription to the 
Eventide Ensemble bundle (a $180 value). This exciting bundle has something for everyone with 

twenty-three plugins included, plus any new plugins Eventide releases during your subscription at no 
additional charge. 

 
The Apogee and Eventide bundle brings together Apogee’s premium Ensemble and Element series 
Thunderbolt audio interfaces with Eventide’s expansive and comprehensive Ensemble plugin bundle 
subscription. Eventide plugins give you the ability to make your recordings evoke the sonic landscapes of 
legendary albums and open the doors to the creation of new sounds never heard before. Legacy plugins like 
the H910 Harmonizer and H3000 Factory bring the iconic sounds used by top artists, engineers and producers 
to your desktop. The Eventide Ensemble bundle is also packed with new, award-winning effects such as 
Blackhole, Tverb, Physion (aka Fission) — unique creative tools found nowhere else.  
Apogee Ensemble and Element audio interfaces give you pristine AD/DA conversion, world-class mic preamps 
and lightning fast Thunderbolt performance for near-zero latency recording. Combined, the Apogee and 
Eventide bundle will take your creativity, recordings and mixes to the next level. 
 
About the Eventide Ensemble monthly subscription 
Get ultimate freedom with the Ensemble Monthly Subscription plugin bundle. Whether you’re a touring 
musician, or a student on a budget, you can own the legendary Eventide sound when you need it. The monthly 
bundle also includes any new plugins we release in the future.These are all the tools you need to produce, mix, 
and master your next record for less than a tank of gas. With the monthly plan, you can start or pause your 
subscription at any time. The Ensemble Monthly subscription is normally $29.99. Fulfillment is through 
Gobbler. 

*Terms and conditions 
● You must purchase a new Apogee Ensemble Thunderbolt or Element Series audio interface from an 

authorized Apogee dealer. 
● You must register your qualified Apogee interface on the the Apogee website, provide proof of 

purchase and opt in to receive the promotion code. 
● You must create or login to your Gobbler.com account to redeem your free six month subscription. 
● Sorry, existing Eventide Ensemble subscribers are not able to participate in this promotion.  
● Promotion period is July 10, 2018 thru January 10, 2019. 
● Valid while supplies last.  
● May not be combined with any other offer. 
● Bundle is valid for new Apogee Ensemble and Element customers only. 
● Software may not be transferred, blended in a smoothie or sold to anyone other than the Apogee 

registered party. 
● Void where applicable by law. 


